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Do-si-do 'ers here
Seminar
Swirling skirts and "yahoo!" filled the large
SUB ballroom this weekend as· the Square and
Folk Dance Federation of Washington held its
Fourth Annual Leadership Seminar at Central.
Over 800 couples, many bringing their
families, attended the seminar, which lasted
throughout the weekend beginning with a
Friday night dance.
In additfon to dancing, the delegates attneded
several workshops held all day Saturday, at
which they discussed such topics as organizing a
square dance club, the ethics of square dancing,
and the image of what many feel to be the only
true traditional folk dance of America.
As one member put it, square_ dancing has
always been associated with "country," with
backwoods communities and has carried with it
the feeling that square dancers therefore have
"country" philosophies and ethics.
He pointed out that nearly any record made
can, and is, used for square dancing.
However, waltzes cannot be used for square
dancing, so "round dancing" was -invented to
bring waltzes into their dances. Round dances
ar.e those in which the participants form a large
circle of couples, each couple moving in the same
pattern of steps and motions.
·
Another perception that they are trying to
eliminate is that square dancing is accurately
portrayed on television. The TV versions of
square dancing have tended to show square
dancing as a wild herd of people yelling and
. stomping their feet as they fling each other
across the barn floor.
Modern square dancing involves an easy
walking movement, coupled with a highly
organized system of commands given by the
dance "caller."
Like a drill sergeant, the caller sings out a
series of commands which can only · be
understood by those who have learned the
various calls.
Members of the various square dancing clubs
take their dancing seriously, attending weekly
classes to practice the execution of the various

commands,.
Watching a dance in progress is like watching
a football play being executed in slow motion.
Each person is an integral part of the dance
organization and must know each command's
immediate significance to him or her.
Dancers are divided into groups of four
couples, with no limit to the number of groups.
The dance begins; and the caller uses a group as
his reference point in deciding the sequence he
· will use to move the dancers around within their
group.
To become a' caller, a person must study for
about four years, learning the various com- ·
mands and their correct sequences, acquiring a
voice of "friendly authority."
The seminar was intended to provide local
club leaders to meet and exchange ideas
regarding all aspects of square dancing. From
here, they will return to their local chapters
with new knowledge.
Central has a square dance club, the "Square
Cats," which holds classes each week. Beginning
classes will resume this fall. Interested persons ,
can contact the scheduling office in the SUB for
times and places of club meetings.
In addition, square dance devotees, and those
who want to learn, will get an oppor.tunity for
expert help during a two-day seminar in
"Fundamentals of Square Dance" July 27-28.
Bob Ruff, nationally known square dance
caller, leader and recordinp artist for the Sets in
Order label education series "The Fundamentals
of Square Dancing," will be on hand to give
participants skills in dancing, describing, and
teaching dances to all age groups in grades 4 to
.
12.
Special emphasis will be placed on methods of
instruction, and the two-day course will offer
one credit under P.E. 499X. Preregistration is
requested by tomorrow, July13, at the Office of
Continuing Education, Peterson Hall.
In addition to square dancing instruction on
how to use circle mixers, quadrilles, and the
contra dance will also be included.

SWING YOUR PARTNER-These two, like the other 800 couples
who attended .the state-wide square dancing leadership seminar,
displayed some of the reasons why the popularity of this type of
dancing is rapidly growing throughout the nation. (Photo by
Roger Ross)

Radical left· forum
and Sexual .Oppression"; August
10, a pa1'ei on "Race, Nation,
Ethnicity: The Minority Liberation Movements"; August 17,
"The Working Class, the Labor
Movement, · and· the Poor";
August 24, a panel on "The
Organization Question: Leadership and ·the Party; and August
31, "1973 and Beyond: The Road
to Revolution."
The public is invited to attend
the sessions at Freeway. Hall,
3815 5th Ave. N. E., in Seattle.
Child care will be available.
Interested persons are asked to
arrange this in advance by
calling the forum eoordinato:r,
Susan Williams, at EA 3-4473,
ME 2-7449, or PA 5-0471. She
will also provide further information for those with questions.

Radical Women and the Freedom Socialist Party will present
a summer forum series on "The
Shape of Radical Politics, 1973."
The forums will be held weekly
on Friday nights in Seattle at 8
p.m., beginning July 13 and
ending August 31.
The summer forum is designed
to analyze and evaluate the
current condition of the radical
left, with emphasis on the issues
of sex, race, and class oppression
and proposed solutions to these
problems.
The scheduled topics are: July
13, "Capitalist Economics; A
· Global Crisis"; July 21, "The
Spectrum of U.S. Radicalism";
July 27, "The Socialist Alternaorganizations,
community tive: Trotsky, Stalin, or Mao?";
schools, citizen advisory councils, August 3, a panel on "Feminism
community action groups, using
community resources and the
teacher's image in the community.
Additional · materials
will
include PTSA goals and objectives of 1973, school levy pormo~
tional ideas, and the impact of
recent . legislation dealing with
Washington's
publi.-!
school
system.
Cookies, coffee and punch will
be available to guests and
visitors.

Communication idea
Fair scheduled
I

Central will host an Educa- Evaluation Specialist of ISD 105.
tional Communication Idea Fair Dr. Albert Lewis, chairman of
Tuesday, July 17, in Edison 300, the department of communica· 301, and 302. The Fair is being tion, will also be on hand to
sponsored by the Department of welcome guests and field quesCommunication,
Workshop tions relative to school communi440A, under the direction of Dr. cations.
Lynn Osborn.
Visitors will be invited to view
Members of the class have films dealing with school and
developed a program designed to community relationships, school
interest students, teachers, board problems and solutions,
administrators and all lay per- new school building design, and
relationships.
sons concerned with educational student-faculty
management and communica- Included on the agenda is a
tions. Films, filmstrips, tape vid~o-tape
presentation
of
recordings and video-tapes will parents and teachers communibe used to demonstrate impro- cating in real-life settings where
ved communication procedures. common problems will be disGuests of note . addressing cussed and techniques for imcommunications
requestions within their specialty proved
areas will be Dr. Dean Starr, vi.Jwed.
Other items of interest will
Principal of Davis High School;
Carol Tatt, Curriculum Director include numerous handouts touchof ISD 105; and Helen Dunn, ing ppon such subjects as teacher
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Ride a Honda. ·

Ride a Honda to work during the week. Beat the traffic
and the high cost of gas. Then ride it on the weekend to
open air and open country. Only your Honda dealer offers
you the greatest selection of models in the industry to
choose from. There's sure to be one just right for you.
Come by soon.

JOHNSON'S HONDA
419 N. PEARL '925-5216

410 N. Main' 925-3146
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Abandoned cats and dog
Doomed o suffer or die
by Karen Sybouts
copy editor
Ellensburg, not unlike many
college towns, has become the
exile of many abandoned cats and
dogs.
According to Animal Control
Officer Ty Hughes, many college
students originally have good
intentions of owning a pet and
try to give it the best home they
can offer. Unfortunately, these
people often fail to foresee the
problem of what to do with their
animal when the time comes to
leave Ellensburg.
Instead of finding their animal
another home, the result;
animals running the streets,
through
the
campus
and
knocking over garbage cans. But .
can we blame them? They have
to survive somehow.
In many cases it isn't the
average "mut" that I have seen·
half-starved, wandering about
aimlessly, rather it is the thoroughbred or half-bred animal
that is destined to live the life of
a vagabond.
This life, however, is usually
quite short. The animal is ·
eventually picked up and taken
to the .pound. Within approximately five days it is put out of
its misery if nobody claims it
before the~.
The dog pound has facilities
and . a capacity for 12 dogs,
although it has had more than
that on occasions, said Hughes.
They used to use a tightly
sealed · box connected to the
exhaust of a van called a "kill
box,'"which was an easy, effective method of disposing of the
animal.
However, since last December,
a quicker, more modern method
has been used. The animal is

Legal- vvorkshop slated
The Bail-Loan Fund Club on campus has
joined with a sociology class in sponsoring a
conference on local law and order next Monday
and Tuesday in the SUB.
David Kaufman, a profess<_>r of sociology and
the adviser of the club, said that the co:pference
would deal with the role of local officials in law
enforcement and judicial administration.
Guests at the conference will include officials
of high and low echelon positions, such as police
chiefs, patrolmen, judges, public defenders,
probation officials and social workers. ·
He explained that there is a difference
between the roles of these officials in large cities
and those holding the same positions in small
communities such as Ellensburg.
He said that in large cities, for example, the
role of a public defender is geared more towards
keeping a steady flow of persons needing
counsel coming before the court than for justice
to be obtained. Communities, not having as
large a number of such persons, are more able to
seek justice in all stages of police and judicial
procedure.
The conference is being sponsored as a class
project by Professor Kaufman's Sociology 398
Law and Order in Community Life.
The 9-11 a.m. event will be held in SUB 207.
All are welcome to attend the two-day
conference.
The first day will d.eal with high-level
positions and the second day with lower echelon
officials.

taken to the vetenarian's office or hunting out in -the woods.
If a person happens to get
and is injected with sodium
pentathal which takes only bitten by a dog, both the person
seconds to put the animal to and the dog should be put in
quarantine. If the dog or person
sleep.
The Animal Control Officer's should become ill from the bite,
job involves that of answering the person may be given a r abies
animal complaints, returning shot even if the dog already had
licensed pets to their owners and been innoculated against rabies,
it is no guarantee that he may
tracking down stray animals.
There is an animal ordinance in never develop the disease.
the city of Ellensburg that , However, during the one and a
demands that people keep their half years that Hughes has
pets from roaming around town. served as Animal Control OffiUnless the animal is very well- cer, there has been only one case
trained to keep home, the owner of a vicious dog biting a person.
should either keep his dog inside According to Hughes, most cases
a fence, chain it up, keep it inside of dog bites have been in self
the house or move to thecountry. defense against children under
It is also mandatory for all 10 years of age.
dogs at least six months old to be
The problem of abandoned
licensed, said Hughes. This is not animals, however, still remains
only the law, but it protects the unsolved. Owners who must
pet from being stolen, picked up, ·move away from Ellensburg, but
lost or even killed.
cannot take their pets with them,
The license has the owner's should either sell the animal or
address on the tag which not only shoot it, but shouid never leave
serves as identification of the the animal to starve or die on the
property, but also allows the streets of Ellensburg.
o~ner .to be .contacted immediately if anythmg should happen
to his ?og.
.
For. mstance, if a dog sho~ld .
get hit by a car, the vetenarian
could. c~ntact the owner ~o ~et
permission to save the dogs hfe.
Rabies shots are always given
along with the dog license.
Although t~er~ hasn't been a
case of rabies m Ellensburg for
years, a dog could contact the
disease from a wild animal,
should its owner take it camping, .
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Price freeze ethics
The present price freeze now in progress is thought by many to
be a disastrous move by President Nixon, one which will further
disrupt our already precarious economic situation. But this opinion
does not give individual businessmen the right to enact their own
price policies at the public's expense.
The weekend immediately after the initiation of the freeze last
month, the Crier visited a small grocery store in Ellensburg and
found a shopping basket full of price increase stickers and marking
tools blatantly displayed in one aisle.
We asked a few of the employes there if they had continued to
raise prices. With shy smiles, and fingers to their lips, they said
that they had.
Last weekend, another cart was found in the back room of that
same store, indicating that the management has been raising
prices in direct violation of the freeze.
This practice not only undermines the government's attempt to
hold down the rising cost of goods, but belittles·the freeze in the
eyes of the consumers.
Contemptible acts like this indicate the necessity for secret
police activities insuring that measures to solve our country's
financial woes are strictly adhered to. Is that what we want?
The answer lies with dedication on the part of businessmen to be
willing to suffer along with the rest of the. nation until an equitable
solution is found.

A laboratory newspaper of Central Washington State College
published bi-monthly during the summer quarter, except during
examination weeks and holidays; Views expressed are those of
students, staff and editors, not necessarily of CWSC. Advertising
material presented herein does not necessarily imply endorsement
by the newspaper. Mail Subscription price $1 per quarter or $3 per
year, payable to the Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg,
Washington 98926. Entered as second class matter at the U.S.
Post Office, Ellensburg, Washington 98926.
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'Don't be a quitter'
by Smitty
editor-in-chief
Some people might say that Central is now at the crossroads and can rise out of its present
enrollment slump or become a community
college for juniors and seniors.
I see the situation a little more serious, and
·unless we all pitch in and help, this school could
turn into a conference center that once had an
interesting history as a former college.
Students seem to be dropping like flies, some
leaving college completely because they are
tired of being poor, and others headed for
different schools.
·
Why do they leave? Some I've talked to say
that there aren't enough things going on here,
and that Central is out of the mainstream of life.
Nestled in a sleepy littlecowtown, they say, this
college is out of touch with the real world.
Others complained about the fact that the
school did not have the funds to provide fat
athletic scholarships and didn't have enough big
name concerts, student activities and jobs for
students.
These gripes have some validity, but to
accurately perceive the situation, maybe those
people should realize a few things.
To begin with, the amount of money given to a
college by the state legislature depends
primarily on the number of students in .
attendance and ·on the perceived trend in the
enrollment figures. Lately, Central's enrollment
figures have been sinking like a rock. Thus, the
legislature gives less money.
Another fact concerns being out of touch with
reality. Is this school out of touch because the
students, in the final analysis, get along with the
administration and professors? Is it ou~ of touch

to prefer meeting the opposition -to settle .
differences rather than blowing him up? Is it
unrealistic to feel that as a whole, the
administration is sympathetic to stu.dent desires
and is trying like hell to do a good job?
Maybe loyalty to a school is another
antiquated idea in a modern age when being in
support of anything that has been around longer
than you have is not the popular thing to do.
Perhaps I'm old fashioned, something unusual
since I am only a fair-haired youth of 22, but I
like .this school and even more ridiculous, I'm
rather proud to be a Central student.
Things aren't going to get better right a way.
As a matter of fact; they ·probably will get
worse. The SUB .is running on a budget so low,
that it may be going on food stamps with the
rest of us victims . of Phase 1 through 4.
But the students can stick with it and help the
enrollment rise again. We can tell anyone
interested in going to college about the benefits
that Central can provide. We have some of the
best educators in the business and prpgrams
recognized nationally for their excellence.
T~e only thing this college needs is students.
A trend towards higher enrollment figures will
eventually bring more money to Central, money
to expand now floundering departments.
Our generation has been forever admonishing
our elders for not making this world a better
place to live. In seeking to make things better
for those following _us, I, for one, intend t.o
include Central on my lists for reform. But I
can't do it by leaving like a rat on a sinking ship.
Others before us helped to make this a good
school with a good chance of becoming an
accredited university.
.
Let's work together to keep the faith, baby.

'We are all victims of society'
To the editor:
The nine ·out of 10 Pierce
County Superior Court judges
who opposed and as a result
killed a "one-year residential
treatment center as an alterc
native to imprisonment for persons convicted of felonies and
misdemeanors," are ill-advised
and equally misinformed to
believe or consider probation and
parole officialdom capable of
doing or being any niore than it
is; a crucial portion of our
failure-bent penal system.
We ' are all directly or indirectly victims of our society.
My words aren't intended to give
,. credibility .to.nor .justification for
anyone's· illegal actions or activi-

ties. Nevertheless, the following
stastics of incarcerated persons,
with emphasis on the Vietnamera vets, · amplify one of the
many reasons why the community-based corrections concept
should be supported and ·implemented forthwith.
Eighty per cent of all persons
incarcer ated are thereh as a
result of some sort of ps~ chological and/or financial difficulty.

40 .per cent in the federal
institution at McNeil Island.
While many of us talk out of
the sides of our mouths about the
heroics of Vietnam veterans, the
statistical facts of their plight
speak for themselves:
Monroe Refor matory:
716
inmates, 130 Vietnam vets, 18.1
per cent .
Shelton Reception Center: 658
inmates, 100 Vietnam vets, 15.2
per cent.
State
Penit entiary:
977
A significant number of the
incarcerated citizens in Washing- inmates, 200 Vietnam vets, 20.4
ton and federal penal institutions per cent.
are Vietnam-era vets. Vietnam
McNeil Federal Penitentiary:
veterans make up 25.4 per cent _ 1,168 inmates, 467 Vietnam vets,
.o{ ~-~ ~ , t~t~!,._pgp1JliJ-tioo,_ 1a.1 per ... 40 .per. ce.nt .. .. , ..• ..
~.
~cent are in state institutions and
Andre Young
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by Karla Stakston
staff writer
"Humanistic day care for children" is the
approach striven for by members of the Kittitas
Valley Day Care Cooperative.
That attitude was summed up by Tom
Lineham; father, student, husband of Natalie
(one of the co-directors of the Co-op), and
unofficial chairman of the co-op's bi-monthly
policy meetings.
Cooperation by everyone involved · is the
operating mainstay of the day care center. Each
parent is required to spend five hours per week
assisting with the children, making general
repairs, and cleaning the building.
Program set-up, funding, general philosophy,
and special problems are discussed at bimonthly meetings, where attendance is also
required.
·
Monetary . payments are based on each
member's gross monthly income; seven and
one-half per cent for full-time child care, and
three per cent for part-time care. The payments
·provide monthly rent, materials and food, and
minimal salaries for the co-directors, Natalie
Lineham and Carol Lord. Since the majority of
members are single parents, and associated with
the college, payments do not always stretch as
far as needed.
Meeting financial needs is definitely a major
problem of the Co-op. Although salaried staff is
minimal,_bills for groceries, utilities, materials
and rent cause the Co-op to "just scrape by"
each month.
'
Some extra income is derived from renting to
tenants, rooms on the building's second floor.
Aside from that, the members are forced to rely
heavily on donations. These have come in as
home-baked cookies, small gifts of food and
money, and old or new books and toys.
Members added to their funds recently by
sponsoring a kegger on the Yakima River.

**
**
**
**
**

About $60 was netted, and it is hoped to carry
them through July.
Due to their financial straits, and unless the
outlook brightens, the Co-op may have to close
for one month, probably in September.
The situation of the Kittitas Co-op is apparent
in the dilapidated appearance · of the building.
According to Lineham, the plumbing often gives
out, the point is peeling, and cracks in the floors
and walls make it impossible to keep numerous
insects out -of the building.
Legally, the Co-op cannot force the landlord to
imporve the facilities, because their rental
payments are one month in arrears.
Aside from just surviving, however, the
Co-op's main focus is on the quality of
environment with which they provide their
children. The Co-op is run as a participatory
democracy, and as such, members air their
opinions, listen to those given by other
members, and make their policy decisions.
Members are composed of a diversity of
family unit structures, and as in any given
· group, a diversity of opinions. Generally, their
consensus on educational philosophy is a
combination of Summerhill and Montessori
methods.
The ten children, who range in age from two
to six years -old, are given "freedom with
direction." They may play, work, or learn as
· they please, and except for self-expression
involving bodily harm, are allowed to "structure
their own reality," in Lineham's words.
He added that they don't allow "observers" as
such, since it is almost impossible to observe
children without participating in the exploration
of life with which they are so involved.
Interested persons are invited to visit the
Kittitas Co-op, and the visitor will probably gain
from the experience. "You can't come out of
there without leaning something," Lineham
commented.
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How
· to Iove a ch.ld
1

Topic of lecture ·
The first in a series of summer
lectures sponsored by Phi Delta
Cappa was presented June 27 by
Dr. Edwin P. Kulawiec, a visiting
professor in the education department.
Dr. Kulawiec made a tribute to
Janusz Korezak, a Polish Jew
and medical doctor who later
bacame interested in pedagogy.
When Korezak was in medical
school he frequently tutored
children in the slum community.
Later he was conscripted into the
Czarist army. While he was in
the army he began keeping a
, diary which included notes on the ·
care, plight and problems children face in a world dominated
by adults.
other
activities,
Among
Korezak supervised two orphanages and continued to help and
observe children despite the
hardships of war.
Korezak wrote 24 books with
the basic theme: the need to
respect, trust and love a child.
Among these books he wrote
How to Love a Child.
"Korezak made precise, intricate, painstaking observations of
children," said Kulawiec. Any,
easy, universal wisdom pervades
Korezak's work. Korezak had a
commitment to children and to
his fellow man.
Kulawiec explained that a
question mark has been placed
over Korezak's system of education as it remains yet to be
unraveled.

Kulawiec said Korezak believed in the absoh.~te worth of a
child. A child is a unique being
and is already a person, according to Korezak.
Language barriers have kept
Korezak's work limited to Europe
because there are translation
problems, explained Kulawiec.
Kulawiec, who can speak and
read Polish, is in the process of
translating one of Korezak's
books When I am Little Again.
Kulawiec, who has been translating and studying Korezak's
work for the last two and a half
years, is teaching this summer at
Central for the third time and
will be an Associate Professor at
George Washington University
next year.
Three more lectures sponsored
by Phi Delta Kappa this summer
wil be presented July 18, 25 and
Aug. 1.
On July 18, at 7:30 p.m. in
Grupe Center, Dean Starr, principal of Davis High School will
speak on the "Ins and Outs of
M.B.O." (Management by Objectives).
Eugene Kosy, chairman of the
business education department
at Central will speak on "The
Career Awareness Movement"
July 25 at 7:30 p.m. in Grupe
Center.
Char.les Marshall, who works
in the State Superintendent's
office, will speak on "Future of
1971 Guidelines" Aug. l, at 7:30
p.m. in Hebeler Auditorium.

WHEN-YOU'RE HOT YOU'RE HOT.
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24 MAYTAG WASHERS
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Soft Music
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Free Coffee

MODEL COIN-OP
LAUNDRY AND
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l
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TUESDAY NIGHT SMORGASBORD
5-8 P.M. ALL YOU CAN EAT

PIZZA HUT
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805 N. "A" St.

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
11 :30 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. Friday & saturday

925-5001
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Canyon commuting:
a daybreak dream
by Joy Johnson
contributing writer
Commuting from Yakima? Seven-thirty class?
It's not necessarily the pain that many envision.
The Yakima River Canyon at dawn is at its
most beautiful. The air is cool. Most of the
journey is in shadow, for the sun has reached
cnly the other . side of the waters. From the
moment Selah Creek is crossed, until the canyon
exit is reached 30 minutes later, nature puts on a
fantastic show.
Take a look up Selah Creek. The massive Fred
Redmon Bridge spans the gap-. The newborn
sun · throws it into sharp relief. But this
technology leaves nature behind, and the 45
mph scenic drive of the canyon beats the
freeway rat race any day.
Look up again to the right. The old highway
travels up to a caved-in hillside. After numerous
a.ttempts to keep the tunnel open, the road was
finally rerouted.
Down to the left railroad tracks meander with
the river's curves, sometimes glistening in the
sun, sometimes a black track on a gray land. The
car climbs, curves, climbs, curves. The river is
far below. Finally the hill's crest is reached-a
gap blasted through the tip, where man
succeeded by brute force in subduing nature.
But not for long. The sign warns of the constant
danger of falling reeks.
Below, Roza Dam. The white miniature
buildings on the green grass lool like toys, with
the Manashtash Ridge towering over them from
the other side of the water.
.
Now descend. Curve. Down. Curve. The road
is chiseled out of the hillside and frequent
cascades of loose rock -are again a reminder that
man cannot conquer, only battle, the weathering
forces.
-

The water spreads out behind the dam. Later
there will be water-skiing, but now only ripples
and occasional fish break the surface. Sometimes waterfowl feed on the vivid greenery on
the other side, but not today.
Follow the road. A litle ground squirrel
scurries 4cross. Further on, the black birds of
death are startled as they feed on a rabbit that
was not so lucky. A red-winged blackbird, then.
two more, fly up, almost racing the car for a
moment or two.
Here and there green pastures break the
brownness of the hills, a brown which just a
month ago was red and yellow on a green
background. Cattle stand stupidly, not quite
sure if it's night or morning· yet.
More curves into grayness. Somewhere t_he
.railroad tracks crossed the river, and on the
other side is a tiny railroad house. A footbridge,
suspended from cables, gives access from the
canyon road. Now yellow wood shows up against
the weathered gray where loose planks have
been recently replaced.
· Stop sometime and walk out on it. The
constant flow just feet below, the rushing water,
the ever-present wind, a long look up Wymer
Canyon-an irreplaceable moment of escape.
But onward. The road climbs and curves again
through another blasted crest. Below is Wymer
Canyon, difficult to see from the road. Down
again. Curve into sunlight. Pull down the visors.
A limp in the road. It moves. An enormous
brown squirrel lazily sunning himself climbs
slowly to his feet and ambles off.
A sign ... ten miles to Ellensburg... another
pasture, a couple of homes. Then out from the
magic carpet ride and back .into civilization as .
the final gap becomes a shadow behind.
Oh, yes. That 7:30 class.

Smoke rising in ·the forest
Forest fire; these words we of

Mr. Marchbanks said, "This year

brief out-of-state or out-of-dis-

w ashington state are so used to could be much worse than 1970 trict crews before they attack a
this time of year.
.
ever was."
This year the Forest Service is
In the Ellensburg district of
the Wenatchee National Forest beefing up its fire fighting and
there is a yearly average of the fire prevention forces.
fifteen man-caused fires. Seventy Marchbanks hopes that with
per cent of these fires started out these new forces that a fire can
from campfires. _
be kept small.
The new forces are a ten-man
Joe Marchbanks, the fire
management officer of the · erew for attacking fires as soon
Ellensburg district said; "The as they are reported. A 25-man
fire hazard has not increased, local crew of college students and
that is because the fire hazard is townspeople will back-up the
all burnable material. The fire regular crew.
A new time-saving idea now ·
danger in the forest has increased though."
being used is the two-man
Because of the dry year the preattack crew. This crew scouts
fire danger in the forest is much out the countryside of the
worse than all the other years district and gathers data on
before. This year's fire season is water holes, roads and other land
a month earlier than last year's, features. This data is used to

THE TAV
RIVER RACE

NOON- · JULY 14

SPECIAL HAPPY HOUR AND RACE
SIGN UP 9:30 TO RACETIME
SATURDAY MORNING

fire or take over the fight from prevention.
1. Use the state and Forest
the local crews.
Once a fire is reported an Service camp grounds.
2. If camping out in the
airplane-load of fire retardant
can be off the grou-nd in five wilderness, a) clear your campminutes and on its way .to the . fire site right down to the dirt
fire. There are also two spotter ten feet around, b) have a shovel
planes that fly two routes, one and an axe near at hand and have
sourth and one north, over the water close by, c) never, never
leave your campfire burning with
National Forest.
Each plane flys its route two no one around to watch it, d)
when you put out your fire make
times daily.
With these new methods and a sure it is dead out, stone cold, e)
lot of rain Marchbanks hopes to keep your fire small; large fires
keep the fire· damage down. He make sparks that can light a
thinks the best way to keep forest afire.
3. When smoking in a car use
forest fires down is by campers
being more careful with camp- your ashtray. In the woods make
fires and cigarettes.
sure the butt is dead out _~nd on
Here are some tips for fire bare dirt.

BEEFEATERS
WE ONCE AGAIN HAVE

30c HAMBURGERS!

For more information and tips
for safe camping talk to the U.S.
Forest Service at 962-9813 in
Ellensburg. If you spot a fire,
report it to the Forest Service or
to the State Police, or any other
state or national game or forest
official.
If you are a safe camper you
have nothing to worry about, but
if you are not, watch out for a big
bear in a Forest Service uniform.

SUMMER
SPEC I.AL

WASH 25c
OPEN UNTIL ·MIDNIGHT
NEXT TO
ARTIC CIRCLE
8th AND WALNUT
SELF~

SERVICE
LAUNDRY·.,:

~, t'/ .

River tovvn 's tubers
by Martha Taylor
contributing writer

While , the Yakima River is
growing in popularity for innertube floaters, it will have ·a hard
time catching up with . the
popularity of Apple River.
The Apple River curves clean
and clear around the feisty
former logging town of Somerset, in northwestern Wisconsin.
Summers get hot there, and
years ago residents initiated the
ritual of thrashing downriver via
innertube to cool off. Today
Somerset may be the unchallenged Innertube Capital of the
World. Ellensburg, would have to
go far to compete with Somerset.
There are ten times as many
innertubes as people in Somerset. The tubes rent for 50 cents a
day. During weekends, tube
rental shops run out, and countless initiates bring their own.
Busloads of floaters arrive
from St. Paul and Minneapolis,
25 miles to the west, and the
Apple is only a half a day's drive
from Madison, -wis. Tube tabulators have tallied as many as
15,000 floaters on the river
summer Sundays.
Somerset raised $50,000 to
build the nation's only innertube
chairlift [it's horizontal]. Floaters
get a ride a hall mile back
upriver; a lift ticket for all day,
including tube, costs $1.50 on
weekdays; one dollar for every
three rides on weekends.
Eight tube enterprises flourish
in Somerset, including the Boy
Scouts and Somerset's two
elegant supper clubs, The River's
Edge and the Terrace. At the
River's Edge, situated along a
wooded curve of the river, you
can picnic free of charge, get up a
baseball or volleyball game in the
neighboring meadow, or retreat
to the cool interior to dine while
you watch the action float past .
your tableside window.
Ellensburg is not asfessionally
organized as Somerset. Informality floats the river Yakima.
Along with the town's residents. the students at -~ral
floate every spring and summer.

Area artist
wiris award
An Ellensburg artist won the
top painting award of the recent
25th Spokane Annual Art Exhibit.
Frank Samuelson, Rt. 5 Ellensburg, a graduate student at
Central, was presented with the
$250 Mrs. David W. Gaiser
Award at the Spokane exhibit.
His acrylic painting, titled
"Bridge to U-Island," was judged
the best of the category.
Samuelson paints under the
name Bob Freeman.

SPECIAL ·
DRY CLEAN

· cooler in the center, filled with
various libation and snacks. All
kinds of vessels have been
devised by veteran tubers, from
gin-filled watermelons to rootbeer-filled milk cans. Some hardy
groups have been know to rig up
a board-covered tube for a card
table, typing their tubes around
it in their poke positions.
One tube entreprener in
Somerset rents ouf a tube for $10
that's big enough to hold 22
persons.
From this you can discern that
you'll find all sizes and shapes on
the Apple and Yakima rivers-from the pipe-puffing professor
with his tobacco in the band of
his crew hat, to tumbling Jenyear-olds. Jet-setters from
Minneapolis or Seattle go to the
rivers. A St. Paul airline school
· send~ its stewardess graduates
out every summer to the Apple
River, perhaps as a final ballast
test.
Most of the action rolls through the rapids under Somerset's
town bridge and on the stretch of
the river just below. By going
farther downriver, or by starting
several miles upriver, you can be
off in quiet country by yourself,
winding along in the gentle
current, far from any road or
habitation. Peace and quiet are
easily found on tl~e Yakima since
it is a few short miles Ellensburg
and · floaters cruise in small
groups or individually.
For "apres tube," Somerset
and Ellensburg offer an excellent
environment. Hospitality is the
~eynote, underlined by the fact
that every business on the main
street, except the -hardware
store, in Somerset and Ellensburg is a cheering pub.
Somerset has long enjoyed
repute as a recreation spot.
Maybe someday Ellensburg will
challenge Somerset for the
Innertube Capital of the World.

/

June 15, Marshall Erickson, labor it has never been profitable
former director of food services to serve meals on the weekends
at the SUB, was appointed a unit · in the summer.
manager for auxiliary services.
This is the second summer that
His duties as a unit manager the dining halls have been clos~d
include helping to plan menus, on the weekends.
ordering food and supervising
Last November, Erickson inithe preparation of meals in the
tiated Uncle Marsh's Place,
college dining halls.
which served soup, salad and
The food director and the
sandwiches, at the SUB.
three unit managers work on
Although it has been tempodrawing up menus that consist of
rarily closed for the summer,
well-balanced meals.
Bids are sent out for foods such hopefully it will be opened again
as meant, poultry, eggs, milk and fall quarter.
bread. In addition to the regular
menus, there is a diet station for
people
desiring
low-calorie
meals.
On the afternoon of June 27,
there was a power outage for
several hours. At 3:30 p.m. the
A lack of student business has
kitchen staff decided to change - forced the SUB to close down the
the menu to foods thay could games room for the remainder of
cook in the steam kettles and the summer, according io
steamers. Thus, Central students Leonard Cabiance, assistant
had a hot mean even though we director of the SUB. Tomorrow
were without electricity most of will be the last day it is open.
the afternoon.
fie said that during the
During the summer, the last
·summer, the games room has
meal of the week is lunch and
been taking in only $2-3 each day'
meals resume with breakfast on
resulting in a loss of about $40 a
Monday.
week to the SUB's budget.
Erickson said many students
leave the campus during the
The games room will reopen
weekend and due
the cost of this fall, however.

End of _play
f_o r games room

to

. Tous,this· ·
1s ourface.

What could be worse than a winning smile followed by a baggy behind? Nothing.
Especially if the behind doesn't belong to you, but to the pants you;re wearing. So
what can you do? The next time you buy a ·pair of jeans, spend a little less. Buy a
pair of Cheap Jeans. We don't forget your body when we make our jeans: Our bottoms conform to your bottom. Our thighs fit your thighs . Our legs are shaped and
balanced the way your legs are shaped and balanced.
So Jhe next time you buy a pair of jeans, put on a pair of Cheap Jeans. And if
the face fits, wear it.

(;J IJ~i\J> ,JJ~i\NS.,

Sold only at the finest stores .

CHEAP J'EANS
Reg. S9.00 to Sll.00

Leather Coats
Spring Jackets
Sport Coats
Double Knit Slacks

SHOES
Reg. $22.00 to $30.00

8th and Walnut

. ,,

CRIER- Pagt' i

gets new iob

Reg. $10.00 & Sll.00

4 lbs. for $1
WEEKDAYS 10-4
NEXT TO
ARTIC CIRCLE

-<.~Al\;1PUS

'Uncle Marsh'

SOLE SHIRTS

50

SELF SERVICE
LAUNDRY '

At the college, Kennedy Hall
sponsors an annual race of
iimertube, raft, or floating object
each May. Dr. Wise, dean of
Central's SUB, encourages
students to float the Yakima,
which is flanked by the L.T.
Murray Wildlife Recreation Area
and State Highway I-90.
Old h3;nds at tubing have
worked out the proper outfit;
last years' bathing suit or an old
pair of shorts and well-worn
sneakers. You bounce- against the
pebbly bottom of the river if you
float to close to the shallows.
Students of the Apple and
Yakima will tell you that their
rivers are ·u niquely right for
floating--current moves fast
enough to carry you along a good
but comfortable clip; the river·
beds are neither too shallow nor
too deep, and rocky rather than
sandy. Sand that shifts and
builds up too much doesn't make
a good floating river.
The width of both rivers are a
light stone's toss. on the Apple
one minute you're drifting past
low banks that roll gently back to
meadows spotted with dairy or
beef cattle (they are no longer
surprised by the contented
cacophony in the river), and the
next minute you're · rounding a
bend between two steep-rising
walls of rock. The Yakima River
floater doesn't have such quiet
obstacles to battle, he may
hazzard low hanging branches or
a log or two. The rush and pull of
the periodic rapids ad_d zip to
your float on either river,
offering thrilling roller coaster
rides through water turbulent
enough to make you hang on but
not lose your cool completely.
(You can portage arount them if
you wish.)
The only real worry is how to
hang on to your ~upplies.
Most floating folk tow an extra
tube and nestle a washtub or
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URGE GROUP OF
OVER -300 PAIRS

Now $6 88
ALL REDUCED

203 to 503
Now $6 ...
iow $18 88
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Rental law

Rental rights

Landlord-Tenant Law

by Catharine Cockrill
news editor
On April 26, Gov. Dan Evans
signed into law a bill which sets
down basic guidelines of responsibility for landlords and their
tenants. It also provides tenants
with methods for dealing with
unfair renting practices.
The Kittitas Valley Tenant's
Union has published an explanatory breakdown of the bill along
with guidelines a tenant should
follow when renting an apartment and what action to take if
landlord-tenant difficulties arise.
Any landlord who discriminates on the basis of race, color,
creed, national origin, sex or
marital status, is in violation of
state laws. Discrimination may
occur in increased rent, changes
in conditions of tenancy, amount
of deposit charged or outright
refusal to rent.
The Tenant's Union advises
that if you feel you have been
discriminated against you should
contact either the Tenant's
Union or the· Washington State
Human Rights Commission.
The Tenant's' Union stresses
the importance of getting the
exact rent and method of payment specified in the lease. It
should be clearly stated in
·writing who is responsible for
payment of telephone, gas,
water,
electricity,
heating,
insurance,T.V. cable, etc.
The Tenant's Union has a
standardized rental contract
which is adaptable to almost any
rental situation. The form is
available upon request and the
Tenant's Union recommends
pressing for use of this contract.
1f you have any doubts about
signing a lease, the Tenant's
Union suggests you bring it to
their office. They will be .happy
to discuss it with you.
Don't sign a lease that you
haven't read and studied. Some
leases give you no protection at
all. The rent y9u pay according to
the lease cannot be raised
without your consent.
Most leases are for a period of
one year. A lease for more than
one year must be witnessed and
notorized.
Leases cannot violate the law

or include sections which force to substantially complying with
the tenant to give up his rights or all codes and ordinances he must
remedies. A landlord can't en- repair damages or malfunctions,
force any sections if he willfully unless the damage is caused by
uses a lease having such provi- the tenant or his guests. A
sions.
landlord must notify you at the
Deposits have been a major time you move in, in writing, of
area of conflict between land- his name and address or that of
lords and tenants. According to his agent.
the Tenant's Union the new law
If you did not cause damage
clarifies the procedures for that needs repairing you may
handling deposits. All deposits take certain steps to protect
shall include •the terms and yourself.
conditions in writing, under
You must give your landlord
which they will be returned. written notice of the condition.
Your landlord must tell you if The notice must contain his
there is a
non-refundable name, address of the premises
cleaning deposit. You cannot be and the nature of the defective
charged for normal wear and conditions. In the case of a loss of
tear.
water or heat, or a condition
. When you move in, the hazardous to life, he has 24 hours
Tenant's Union advises you to go to correct the condition. In the
through the premises with your case of the loss of hot water or
landlord and inventory all the electricity'-- he has 48 hours.
furnishing noting any defects in Conditions costing less than $75
the premises as well as its or one half of a month's rent must
general cleanliness. You and the be repaired in seven days. Any
landlord should have a signed other repairs can be made in 30
copy of the inventory. The days.
inventory will provide a basis for
If your landlord fails to make
comparing the condition of the the repair in the specified
premises at the beginning and amount of time you have several
termination of the tenancy. Stan- options. In this case contact the
dardized inventory forms are Tenant's Union for jnformation
available upon request from the on what recourse you may hav~.
Tenant's Union.
You should make all rent
Any deposits you pay must be payments on time and in the
put in a trust account and cannot manner specified. The Tenant's
be used for operating expenses Union advises all rent payments
by the landlord. You must be be made by check, if possible.
given a written receipt telling Put the period which the payyou where your money is de- ment covers on the check. Also
posited and under whose name. insist on getting a receipt whicb
When you move out your lists the payment date, dates
landlord must, within 14 days, covered by the payment, adrefun_d your deposit or that dress, amount and name. Keep
portion you have coming. If he all your cancelled checks and
makes any deductions, he must receipts to avoid future disputes.
give you an itemized bill. If the
If at any time you are unable ot
deposit is not refunded within unwilling to pay rent · your
the allotted period of time the landlord may threaten you with
landlord is liable.
legal or illegal action. It is
Under the new Landlord- important to know your rights. If
Tenant Act you landlord is you or your property are threarequired to keep the premises fit tened with physical violence by
for human habitation. In addition the landlord without legal notice

to pay rent or quit the premises
call the police. If subjected to
non-physical threats then call the
Tenant's Union immediately.
Your landlord cannot seize
your personal property if you fail
to pay rent. However, according
to the Tenant's Union, if you
abandon your property he may
seize it and sell it after 60 days
unless you claim it. He cannot
cause your utilities to be shut off
or he is liable for damages and a
fine. Your landlord cannot lock
you out without a court order.
Your landlord can't increase
the rent without giving you 30
days notice and the option to
move out. In cases where a lease
states a specific amount of rent
and contains no · provision for
change, then the landlord may
not increase rent until the lease
expires.
your landlord cannot walk in
whenever he desires. Under the
Landlord-Tenant Act, he must
give you two days notice of his
intention to enter, except in the
case of an emergency. He may
only enter for legitimate reasons
and at reasonable times. He
cannot use his right to enter to
harrass you.
This is a partial breakdown of
the Landlord-Tenant Act and
doesn't cover every possible
situation. If you have any questions or problems, you should
contact the Tenant's Union for
further information or help.

workshop
slated
The newly-enacted LandlordTenant law will be the subject of
a two-day workshop this weekend in Munson Hall.
The workshop,
beginning
tomorrow morning, will include
apprearances by state officials
and authorities on rental units,
some who helped in the writing
of the new law.
Group sessions will deal with
the effects of the law on both
tenants and landlords, including
such subjects as rental agreements and methods for dealing
with agreement violations.
Don Clocksin, a Seattle attorney who helped write the bill,
will be present to conduct group
sessions, along with Johnny
Webb, a member of the Seattle
Metropolitan Tenants Organization.
Other guests· include Pete
White, coordinator for the Low
Income Housing Coalition in this
state, and Roger Kundert from
the American Arbitration Association.
Kundert will answer questions
regarding negotiations between
landlord and tenant and procedures for arbitration of disputes.
Information regarding the
schedule for the workshop can .be
obtained from Jim Maloney,
chairman of the ASC Tenants
Union, located in the ASC office
in the SUB.
.

FREE CAR,W,ASH .
WITH FILL l)P OF TEXACO
QUAL ITV GASOLINE

*

ROBO CAR WASH
2nd & Pine

* 10 Gal. Minimum

r

Youth Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
Eurail Passes
Britrail Passes
All Airlines Represented
434 North Sprague

_
925 3167

REDWOOD STAHi Reg. $1.99

Novv ·3 f-o r s4.00
ELECTRIC CHARCOAL LIGHTER

Reg. s2 21 Now

1so

MEI'S I BOYS SWIM SUITS
1

/2 OFF

WELCOME
SUMMER
STUDENTS
~11/DIJ ~,,,,,
Restaurant Dial

962-9977
GALAXY ROOM I

,

.

~

962-9908

..

PLUS A COMPLETE
LINE OF BACKYARD
SWIMMING POOLS

In Sizes from
4 Blocks
W. of College
U.S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97

Ellensburg

8 Ft. across 1 20 in. deep
to 16 Ft. acrossx 4' deep

t

I iT T I N G S
500 MT. VIEW, ELLENSBURG -
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E-burg 's 'boom days'
by Kris Bradner
feature editor
The land around the present
site. of Ellensburg, originally
occupied by Indians, in the
middle 1800's became a haven for
fur traders and cattlemen. Later,
discovering the fertile soil, farmers settled and rolled out their
fields of grain. Railroads crisscrossed the land and the pulse of
Ellensburg grew stronger as the
city became the scene of feverish
activity of the Boom Days.
Ellensburg in the late 1800's
, was a towrt with great expecta. tions. Citizens had grandiose
dreams of their town becoming
the state capital and built the
huge "Castle" for the governor's
mansion.
They envisioned Ellensburg as
the railroad center of Washington; the "Omaha of the West,"
"Iron City," or the "Pittsburgh of
the West."
They predicted the population
to be over 40,000 in 1896! People
all over the country were watching this growing town in
Washington Territory.
Their .optimism was encou. raged by reports from all over
the United States. In his book
Boom Days in Ellensburg, 18881891, Samuel R. Mohler quoted
the Portland Oregonian a,s
stating that "Ellensburg was
growing faster than Seattle,
Tacoma and Spokane Falls."
The three local newspapers all
proclaimed the need for expansion of the electrical power plant,
the railroad, the public school,
the courthouse and post office.
Ellensburg's rapid growth was
explained by the newspapers as a
desire on the part of the
inhabitants to · conquer this last
frontier and participate in the growth of agreat industrial state.
The Northern Pacific Railroad
was given mu.ch credit for .
drawing people. Residents had
hopes that their town would
become the railway hub of
Washington, the "Omaha of the
West."
The Railroad brought Ellensburg in touch with the markets.
To cattlemen and farmers, the
railroad was a cheap and speedy
means of transportation. To
miners of gold and silver in the
Okanogan and Big Bend country,
they could easily purchase the
food and equipment they needed.
Because the town became
known as an outfitting center for
mi_ning supplies, Mohler stated
local enthusiasts called it the
"Denver" of Washington!
Unfortunately, they did't con-

sider that the railroad would
eventually move closer to the
miners, greatly reducing their
profit.
·
Locals were also positive
Ellensburg would become the
great industrial community of
the Pacific Northwest. Newspapers claimed that within
Kittitas County, lay "the greatest iron mines this side of Lake
Superior" and in combination
with the coal fields in Roslyn and
water power from the Yakima
River, · manufacturers surely
would flock to the town.
Too ·1ate did they realize that
there was a question whether a
commercial iron or steel product
could be made from their mineral
deposits. There also was doubt as
to how large a deposit there was.
Having no negative premonitions, the people of Ellensburg
were led by the promise of their
visions. Expansion was tremendous. Large brick buildings were
erected and 10 miles of sidewalks
were laid in 1889. A third bank
was built, a large department
store was opened, two cigar
factories, a candy store, two new
sawmills, a new foundry, steam
laundry and three new lumberyards were just part of the
great growth and development
according to Mohler. In addition,
he said, "an opera house, one that
will put to shame some of the
larger cities was an assured
fact."
While all these grandiose
dreams and feverish activities
were circulating among the
residents, · Washington
was
making the transition from territory into state, giving rise to a
new vision for the population to
dwell upon.
In the 36 years Olympia had
been capita\ of the territory,
much dissatisfaction had been
expressed about the lack ot its
central location. Ellensburg,
being in the exact geological
center of the state seemed a
likely choice.
This seemed so reasonable,
one of the newspapers was
named the Ellensburg Capital,

the editor of which, urged the
citizens to take action: "While
Ellensburg has all the resourses
necessary to make a large and
prosperou~
commercial
a11d
manufacturing city, she should
not lose sight of the fact that the
capital will bring wealth and a
certain amount of political and
social prestige that is not to be
despised"!
Not despising political and
social prestige, real estate agents
announced t.he opening of Washington State Capital Park addition (north of the present city
limit) with the intention of
housing the capitol building and
certain "gilt-edged residences."
Mohler stated that this land had
now lapsed into cow pastures.
The east side of town also
claimed the right to locate the
capitol and grounds. A 1945 issue
of the Ellensburg Daily Record
stated that Brett Craig, an early
settler oper.ating a ferry by
Vantage and a brick yard in
town, decided that the location of
state buildings should be on the
grounds now occupied by Central
and that the Governor's mansion
should be on the ·attractive hill
some five blocks south.
He furthered this idea by
building a three-story brick
building, finishing it off with an
imposing tower resembling a
European castle.
The building was named the
"Governor's Mansion," or "The
Castle."
The Panic of 1893 broke Mr.
Craig and he was forced to sell
his building for $700. The new
owner, Ovando H<;>lt, repaired it
and lived there until he died. It
fell into neglect until purchased
by Ralph Wiseman who reconditioned the building inside and out
and made the "Castle" into three
apartments.
The Governor's mansion was
located on Capital Hill (now
Craig's Hill).
Plans for the state capital in
Ellensburg were progressing
swiftly until the great fire of July
4, 1889.
Those who thought that _this

,
.

'The Castle'
catastrophe would mean an end ·upon it as a consolation prize for
to the city's aspirations were the capital and weren't excited.
wrong. According to the EllensEventually, with their zeal
burg Capital, while the fire was dampened, their wild aspirations
raging, the governor of the .began to die. The economy of the
territory, eager to help · the town collapsed. After the sumstricken people, wired "What do mer of 1891, Mohler said that
you want at Ellensburg?" The newspapers contained news of
answer was blunt, "We want the numerous business failures and •
Capital!"
hard times.
Mohler said the press took
He added that there was no
advantage of the situation and one cause for the callapse. The
used it to demonstrate the town's fire and the attempt to rebuild on
spirit and enthusiasm at rebuil- a larger scale with borrowed
ding the town "there is music in money was partially responsible.
every lick of the trowel, in every But Mohler said that if the town
stroke of the hammer, in every had been more financially stable, ,
whirr of the saw. . . ~nd this might have been weathered.
Ellensburg resounds with such
"The Boom, especially' as seen
music. There isn't a fly on the in the fantastic real estate
place nor a laggard in the development, was an abnormal
streets"! wrote the Capital.
thing. Even had the capital come,
Sadly, this show of perser- the paper railroads become
verance wasn't enough, Olympia realities, and the iron works been
was reaffirmed as the capital.
developed, the twenty-five addiEllensburg had to add the tions to the city would hardly
capital to the list of other lost have been justified. When the
prospects; the railway center, a schemes of the promoters failed
distribution and supply point and to materialize, deflation was
a great manufacturing center.
inevitable," Mohler concluded.
The State Normal School
Next issue will cover Ellens(Central) was established in burg' s .recovery, and the emer1890, but the residents looked gence into a college town.

FREEBIE!
Buy a $59adc 25xe cartridge and a $5.95 base, Qnd .
we'll give you a Garrard SL55·B absolutely FREE. (The
SL55-B lists for $64.95).

Custom-made jewelry in
gold, silver, ·and gemstones

"ART OF
JEWELRY"
309 N. Pearl
(Similar to illustration)

We specialize in unique rings

The 55-B has:
*Heavy, full-size platter to minimize speed variations
*The famous Garrard synchro-lab motor, for consf'iint speed despite the frequent
voltage fluctuations of most cities.
* Gentle, viscous-damped cuing to protect your records

Where can you get such a deal? · Where else but at

SroaTs lauT1au1
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lnSeam-Tav
Wins t urney

Cheerleaders
oming
The..first group of what
'ltal 1,800 high ·school er
•aders will be on the Cen
impus Monday, July 16 to b(
n annual cheer leaders

&y

er
di
'in

n-

~ rence.

Four one-week sessions wi i be
eld with approximately 130
igh school students fl oin
hroughout the state at each
...,ession.
Instruction in cheer and sc 'lg
ading t echniques will be gh en
1y college cheer leaders from .Lhe
~ ational Cheer Leaders Associaion. In addition, lectures and
iscussion sessions will deal v. ith
uch things as citizenship, sports1rnnship and crowd leadership
, echniques.
Sponsored in part by the
Vashington Secondary Schools
1
r incipals
Association,
th e
nnual conference has been
hosted by Central for many
' ears.
Colorful practice sessions of
.. heer leaders, most in school
stumes, will be a daily par t of
Lhe conference.

Two new
players
on team ·
Two student athletes from
community college teams '.v.i-hich
competed in this year's state
baseball tournament have indicated they will transfer to
Central.
·
Expected to join Central's
baseball team for their final two
years ·of eligibility are pitcher
Rex Easley, of Lower Columbia
Community College, and outfielder Bud Phillips, from Yakima
Valley Community College.
Phillips, a graduate
of
Seattle's Evergreen High School,
had a · .291 batting average this
pa st season with ·the Yakima
team which placed second in the
state tournament.
A speedy baserunner, Phillips
stole 14 b<1;ses in 19 .attempts
during the season. He also
maintianed a .974 fielding average.
Easley, a six-foot, 185-pound
r ight handed pitcher, was a
starter for the Lower Columbia
Community College team for t he
past two seasons. His team also
was a state tournament entry
this year.
Easley is a graduate of R. A.
Long High School in Longview.

Enrollment high
Central's summer enrollment
is one of the best in the state,
according to Lou Bovos, acting
registrar. A total of 3,502 students were registered as of June
19, exceeding the enrollments of
Eastern, Western and E vergreen State Colleges, as well as

wsu.

The largest proportion of t he
summer population, 1,764, are ·
graduate students. There are 666
seniors, 583 juniors, 234 sophomores and 183 freshmen. These
figures do not include the 118
out-of-state students · and students still registering for the
workshops.
"We're very happy with this
enrollment," Bovos said . ."It's a
·
.
good summer."

SLO-PITCH BALLET-Brent Whiting of the Tav-lnseam slo-pitch
team stretched in vain to reach first. The out didn't stop his team
from going on to win the tourney.
(Photo by Roger Ross)

Summer sports
·For those interested in athletic activities this
summer, there are several sports available in
'both a team and individual basis.
Second session will offer a tennis tournament
with men and women's singles and mixed
doubles. Signs-ups will be Wednesday, July 18,
in room 117 in Nicholson Pavilion.
Also second session the softball league will be
reorganized. This session there are 16 teams,
one consisting of 20 women entered in the men'.s
league.
Gary Smith, CWSC athletic trainer and
summer intramural director,'said that the teams
have alot of fun and he encourages students to
sign-up for the baseball league Thursday, July
19 in room 117 in the Pavilion.
For those students, faculty and offspring
interested in aquatic activity, the pool is
available for free swim with either an ASC card
or swim pass. The new hours starting Monday,
July 16 will be: 2:45-3:45 p.m. family swim,
3:45-4:45 p.m. adults· on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. On Tuesdays and Thursdays the
hours will be 7-8 p.m. for families and 8-9 p.m.
for adults.
.
Smith said that the family ' sessions usually
bring from 80-100 people to the pool, he added
that students didn't us~ it as much with only
about 25-30 a day.
The 'g ym is also available, when not in use for
classes, for basketball, volleyball, handball,
gymnastics and weight training, all day Mon.day,
Wednesday and Friday and from 7-9 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

SUMMER INVENTORY
SALE!
SWIM SUITS

1
/2

OFF!

Another Rack of $5 Items

by Kris Bradner
feature editor
Excitement and attendance
ran high as the In Seam-The Tav
came from the loser's category to
win the championship of the In
Seam-The Tav Invitational SloPitch Softball Tournament at
Nicholson Pavilion Sunday.
In the double-elimination tourney, the In Seam-The Tav team,
attractively attired in lavender
outfits, lost an earlier game to
conventionally dressed Olympia
Credit, 5-3. In the championship
game, they were pitted against
each other with the I.n Seam-The
Tav victorious, 12-11.
Late Sunday afternoon, with
the rising Ellensburg wind, the
In Seam-The Tav whipped Olympia Credit vqth a 7-4 victory,
winning the first In -seam-The
Tav Slo-Pitch Softball Invitational.
Scott Repp, one of the partners of the In Seam, said he
injoyed working on the tournament and to win on top of all the
fun and hard work was great,
"but doesn't happen very often!"
He added that everything
turned out really well due to the
organizational efforts of Terry
Sicilia, Central student and
Larry Sharpe, Tav owner.
Albert Poffenroth, PE department chairman was very helpful
in arranging the college grounds
to be used for the tournament.
The Slo-Pitch Invitational held
July 6-8 was the brainstorm of
the teams who had viewed an
earlier tournament and wanted
to do another. Invitations were
sent out and 32 teams entered
from all over the state including
Whidbey Island, Yakima, Moses
Lake,
Aberde'en, · Bellevue,
Tacoma and Everett.
Sixty-eight games were played
over the three days, with the
majority on Saturday and the

play-offs Sunday.
The weather was great, said
Sharpe and "The little wind
didn't bother the players."
The weather apparently didn't
bother the audience either, as
the many people who attended
. could be seen relaxing under
beach umbrellas and sunbathing
on the lawns or yelling encouragement for the team of
their choice .
Whether watching from a
sitting position, jumping up and
down, lying in a crib or playing in
the field·, the common wish was
that this first In Seam-The Tav
Slo-Pitch Invitational will not be
the last.
Following the In Seam-The
Tav in first, Olympic Credit was
second; third, Broker's Trust,
Yakima; fourth, Bridgeview Inn,
Kennewick;
fifth,
Whidbey
Island Bank, Coupeville; sixth,
White Elephant Tavern, Everett. Thirty-two teams were
entered.
Receiving the' award for Most
Valuable Player was Jeff Short,
first baseman for the In SeamThe Tav. Ray Stubner, Broker's
Trust, won highest average with
.680 for the tourney as Art Taber
of Woody's Texaco got most
home runs with four. Broker's
. Trust, Yakima, won sportsmanship.
On the All-Star team for
infielders were Ken Jerome, In
Seam-The Tav; Reid Preppernau, Olympic Credit; Scott Repp,
In Seam-The Tav; Doug Rehaume, In Seam-The Tav; Terry
Sicilia, In Seam-The Tav and
Steve White, Olympic Credit.
Outfielders were Al Cail, Olympic Credit; Kevin McAffee, Olympic Credit; Ray Stubner,
Broker's Trust and Ken Buckley,
Bridgeview Inn.

THE SHOE SOLE·
Don't you wish
•
you were 1n
C?Ur

SHOES!
423 North Pearl

FISH SANDWICH
39~

Great sale prices on Dresses & Pant Suits by:

Miss Pat
Crakerjack
Les lie Fay
B arnsville
Candy Jones
Also a group of Shifts by

THIS WE ·E K'S SPECIAL VALID ONLY ON
MONDAY ·f RID A Y NE X T WE E K

JULY 16-20

Alice of California
1

Plus a Great Bargain Table

MARGARET'S
IN THE PLAZA

720 E. 8th - 925-9737

Just Across the Campus on 8th

by Jan Geisendorf
cat-a-log editor
A lack of student business has
forced the SUB to close down the
games room f9r the remainder of
the summer, according to
Leonard Cabianca, assistant
director of the SUB. Tomorrow
will be the last day it is open.
Until the end of summer
quarter the SUB will be closed on
weekends and open Monday
through Friday from 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. The cafeteria in the SUB
will be open from 7 a.m. to 3:30
p.m.; the College Bookstore will
be open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and the Rental Shop will be open
' from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
MOVIES
Movies will be shown every
Wednesday
-and
Thursday
evening in McConnell Auditorium. Two Laurel & Hardy
films, "A Haunting We Will Go"
and "The Big Noise" will be
shown tonight at 7:30 p.m. On
July 18-19 "Charlie Chan in
London" and "Dancing Masters"
will be shown. July 25-26 will be
"Johnny Got His Gun," and on
Aug. 1-2 will be "Chaste the
Blood of Dracula." Admission is
75 cents.
POOL HOURS
From now through the re-

rcA T
, ALOG
mainder of the summer, the
swimming pool in Nicholson
Pavilion will be open for family
swim (kids and parents) from 7-8
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. For the second .session
(July 16-Aug. 9), the swimming
pool wlll have new hours. On
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, the pool · will be open for
family swim from 2:45-3:45 p.m.,
and for adults only, from 3:454:45 p.m.
'
RECI'J'AL
Jim Scott, baritone, will be in
graduate recital July 12 in Hertz
Recital Hall at 8: 15 p.m. The
recital will be divided into five
parts. Part I will consist of
"Where'er You Walk," from
"Semele,"
Handel;
"Selve
Amiche, Ombrose Piante," Caldara; "O Cessate Di Piagarmi,"
Scarlatti;. "Vergin, Tutto Amor,"
Durante. Part II will include
songs by the artists, Bizet,
Berlioz and Massenet. Part III
will be as follows: "Ich Grolle
Night," Schumann; "Bist Du Bei
fylir," Bach; "Nebbie," Respighi;
and "Di Provenza 11 Mar," from

I

"La Traviata!," Verdi. Part IV
will consist of the song, "Si
Puo? ... Si Puo?," from "Pagliacci,"
Leoncavalle. The final part will
consist of American songs:
"None But the Lonely Heart,"
Tschaikowsky; "Evening," from
"Paradise Lost," Ives; "The
Trumpeter," Dix; and "Mountains," Rasbach. ·
CHI ALPHA
Chi Alpha, a non-denominational Christian followship organization, will meet Mondays at 7
p.m. at 1009 D St. Kool-aid will
be served and be prepared to join
in for some good Christian fun!
LECTURES
There will be three more
lectures sponsored by Phi Delta
Kappa this summer. On July 18,
at 7:30 p.m. Dr. Warren Dean
Starr, Principal of Davis High
School will speak on the "Ins and
Outs of M.B.O. (Management by
Objectives) in Grupe Conference
Center. Eugene Kosy, chairman
of the business education department at Central, will speak on

116 E. 4th
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"The Career Awareness Movement" July 25, at 7:30 p.m. in
Grupe Conference Center, and
Charles Marshall, who works in
the
State
Superintendent's
office, will speak on "Future
Guidelines," Aug. l, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Hebeler Auditorium.

19. Change of schedule day is
July 24.
POTTERY SALE
A student pottery sale will be
held in the old SUB mall
Thursday . and Friday, July 12
and 13, from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

READING WORKSHOPS
An international authority on a
TEACHER ED TESTS
Teacher education tests are specialized approach to reading
scheduled for July 14 at 8 p.m. in instruction will direct one of a
Black Hall 101-102. These tests series of workshops at Central
must be taken and passed before this summer. Some future
one can be admitted to the reading workshops will be "learning Disabilities in Reading,"
Teacher education program.
· July 16-20 taught by Ms. Maxine
FEDERAL SERVICE EXAM
Van Nostrand of the Bellevue
The Federal Service Entrance School
"Critical
District;
Exam is scheduled for July 21 at Reading," July 23-27; "Teaching
10 a.m. in Black Hall 207.
the Reluctant Reader," July
30-Aug. 3, and "Phonics," Aug.
CARTOONS
Cartoon festivals have been 6-10. Students may register for
tentatively scheduled for Wed- the workshops at the first day's
nesday and Thursday afternoons session. .
·
in' the SUB Theater. The
BACK PACKING
showings will begin on July 18
Students enrolled in Back
and 19 at 1 p.m. Admission will Packing (Recreation 440B) will
be a 50 cent donation.
meet Wednesday, July 18, from
4-7 p.m. in the Recreation
REGISTRATION
· Registration for the second Center. This advance session is
session of summer quarter will necessary because of the shorter
be July 18 in Nicholson Pavilion time in the second term of
and classes will begin again July summer session.

925-9134

All of our
spring coordinates by

25 SELECT USED Blt{ES FROM $5.00
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

TENNIS ANYONE?

Straighten Both Wheels
Adjust Gears ,

• Wilson • Spalding
• Rawlings • Converse

METAL RACKETS

Adjust Brakes

FROM ·

Special

203

OFF

the New

•
•
•
•

Rossignol • Olin
Spalding • Kneissl
Dynamic • Hexcel
Head • Advant
Specially Priced to
Save You Up To

65% OFF
GUARANTEED SAVINGS
4th & Pearl
Phone 925-20 l O

OF 25%

ON

ALL SKI ITEMS
"A Friendly Place to Shop"

( Except Gloves & Ski Bindings)

SHOP EARLY
FOR THE ~EST
SELECTION

I

SIZE & COLOR

1003 FINANCING
AVAILABLE
(O.A.C.)

SKI BOOTS

* Trappeur * Caber
* Henke * Humank
(Including Foam)

